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"From Movies to Film: From
Entertaining to Learning," Sonja
Bertucci, Duke University

Even the most recently updated
books offer a static image of French
culture. Videos accompanying books
Today movies are a mass entertainseem fake and students are easily
bored. But against this frozen image
ment vehicle likely to be used as a
class entertainment one. How to use
of culture moves the authenticity of
movies so that the "didactical" nature a film. Regardless of verisimilitude,
films, artistic films, express social and
of the relationship between student
cultural values; they give access to
and teacher is not changed into a
"commercial" relationship, where the real life situations. As opposed to
student is the client and must be enter- decontextualized language, formal and
grammatically correct, a film conveys
tained, is a real question. To use
emotions that resonate with the stumovies in the classroom risks a kind
dents' cultural environment. Film
of pop-culture education, but not
to use them is to give up a potentially opens up a new world of ideas, a
world wherein the language starts
innovative method of teaching and
moving,
becomes alive and informal.
resort only to what can be gained
from words, books, and the like.
I am convinced that the use of visual
Film: ..\ Ill'\\ \\orld of ideas.
imagery can provide a wonderful tool
a \\ oriel \\ lwrin the lan°ua t•
for teachers. My love of film comes
"'tarts mo, ing. hel·omt·s alh e
from a passion for film as a form of
and informal.
art. During class I start talking about
French masterpieces and showing
sion of French culture. While film
some clips of "Babette's Feast," "The
attracts and seduces students through
400 Blows," "Children of Paradise,"
a genuine experience, it also provides
etc. Here is an opportunity to ina visual adventure, an opportunity to
crease students knowledge of movie
play with images which are different
directors and artistic trends. Here is
from images of mass-produced films.
an opportunity for students to see
Film study can be a rich component
French culture and to learn a new
of our students' intellectual developcinematic language.
ment. They can experience authentic
-~-culture, but also their thirst for culture and art can be enhanced. The
,\gain . . t a frozen imagt of
visual literacy of the students must
t· u It u n.· : t ht authentic it~ of
be increased and refined.
a film
I'",

0
I'",

With films, students face linguistic,
artistic, cultural and historical differences. They can perceive how culture evolves, how changes in society
are reflected in both the visual and
verbal languages. Students can also
understand how language shapes the
world in which it is used. A film
mirrors a picture of a mindset; an
overall system of thought evolving
in time. After watching a film,
students can look back at their own
culture and they can start to reflect
thoroughly on their own language,
on their beliefs, on themselves.
In French film there arc no
taboos. no hamu•d "orks. no
distortion of c<.·nsorship.

French film can be a liberating force
for teachers and students. In French
films there are taboos, no banned
words, no distortion of censorship.
The natural language can flow
without barriers. Ideas are expressed
without restraint. Vision can be
enlarged, more windows opened to
differences in the world. Film can
illustrate systems of thought, traditions and ideas, which removed from
the artistic frame, would be unteachable, inappropriate.
As a French speaker, I do remember
the first time I went to the movies in
the United States. I had waited for
two years because I was afraid of not
laughing at the right time. I was
afraid I would not understand the
actors and the language used. However, the actor's language was true
language, not words from books, but
dialogue spoken all around me. I
wish that I had been guided, that I had
had a mentor who had introduced me
to this sort of ear training.

I make the following suggestions:
1. Show a short clip every day of
the same movie. Comment on
the scenes by pointing out the
cultural elements, the sense of
humor. Teach the students cinematic language and teach them
how to react to the film in
French.
2. Use a background image for
students working in groups.
3. Ask students to choose an identity
for themselves among the film
directors and to write about it.
Ask for a project in this orientation, with images.
4. Play very creative commercials
directed by filmmakers.
5. Have students act out a scene in
a movie, imitating what they
have just seen.
"Art is the lie that tells the truth,"
Picasso once said. And Wim
Wenders: "Film is the art of seeing."
Both would agree with me that the
camera could help students see better,
and with French film ... in a French
way.
Modem society is highly visual.
Our eyes are threatened by so many
images that our sight has lost its
focus. With films, we can enlarge the
aperture of the mind while focusing
all the time, and we get an in depth
picture of the world.
\\'\V:

.. Film is th<.· art
of seeing."

